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AP Dataweigh’s in-motion checkweighers
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Power Stow’s Rollertrack Conveyor
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“Nothing is more powerful than an idea
Able to move quickly in and out of aircraft,
whose time has come.” Th is famous quote
the extendable and retractable conveyor
from Victor Hugo perfectly applies to the
is setting standards across the globe. Driven
success story of the Danish company Power
by the Interroll 24V RollerDrive, the conStow, located in rural surroundings about
veyor precisely guides baggage all the way
40 km from Copenhagen. Back in the 1990s, into the cargo hold. Everything is carefully
the Danish health and safety authorities had
stowed ready for the Boeings, Airbuses or
pressed for a solution to take the strain oﬀ
Embraers to take oﬀ.
baggage handling staﬀ. These employees
were working in narrow-body aircraft, i  JTXBTUIFCFTUCVZw
which not only tested their physical strength
Ground Operations from leading airports
to the limit but also posed genuine risks
and airlines confirm the advantages of the
to their health. “I had an idea for a possible
Rollertrack Conveyor. “Th is was the best
technical solution to that pressing issue, buy in this niche market for GSE, outstandso I decided to go for it.” With this mindset
ing product, high quality, delivered prior
Martin Vestergaard, a well-known figure on
to scheduled lead times, 99 percent reliable
the international ground support equip- product against the lowest Total Cost of
ment scene, founded Power Stow in 2003
Ownership (TCO ).” states Peter Leene,
and started to sketch out the Rollertrack
Senior Buyer Projects, Procurement Airport
Conveyor, a belt loader based on a novel yet
Operations (SPL/IW) at KLM. To date, more
simple conical roller design. He admits:
than 400 Rollertrack Conveyor units are in
“The idea of double conical rollers was a shot
service at airports worldwide, from the US
in the dark, but it stood the test and has now
to New Zealand.
been patented.”
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AP Dataweigh, Inc., a Georgia (US) based
checkweigher manufacturer oﬀers dynamic
weighing and product inspection solutions
for manufacturers and packaging houses
in a variety of industries around the world.
The crucial importance of accurate checkweighing in the bakery industry is illustrated in the following case.
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A global bakery supplier of liquid glaze and
frosting was inconsistently fi lling threeand five-gallon pails of product. Because
of variability in the product flow as plant
temperatures increased after start-up, the
time-fi ll machine was overfi lling the buck-
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Power Stow has been in the market for
more than 10 years. Tested and tried
under harsh, everyday conditions, the
Rollertrack Conveyor has proved its superior performance through cost-effective
loading and offloading of passenger
baggage on the ramp. Power Stow is an
official partner of the Rolling On Interroll
program of the worldwide Interroll Group.
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ets by as much as five-percent to ensure that
minimum weight specifications were met.
Additionally, lids were not always secure and
bar code labels were sometimes missing.
AP Dataweigh, Inc. designed a checkweigher,
label detection and lid detection system that
solved all of the above issues. Sensors and
communication systems were installed in
the scale controller to provide centralized
control of the fi ll line. The five percent overfi ll was eliminated and the operators had
reliable and instantaneous feedback of the
operation of the fi ller, capper and labeler.
With an investment of roughly USD 235,000
(seven scales), the customer could achieve
savings of around USD 750,000/year, resulting in a payback period of just 114 days.
After a six-month trial period, six additional
lines were equipped with the system.
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Being modular and open architecture in
design, these systems are fully configurable
and customizable to meet almost every production line configuration. From semi-automatic labeling to full mini pack out and
automatic labeling lines, features such as
data reporting, additional labeling and
track-and-trace systems can be easily integrated from the beginning, or added later.
These systems are available in several control
platforms such as Rockwell, Omron, Siemens and B&R, allowing for true native
communications and controls with seamless
plug and play integration possibilities.
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is an official partner of the Rolling On Interroll program of the worldwide
Interroll Group. As primary drive mechanism for its checkweighers,
AP Dataweigh, Inc. has relied for many years on drum motors from
Interroll and makes the use of this compact and hygienic drive technology visible by displaying the Rolling On Interroll sign on its machines.
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